This paper describes the method for modelling of cyclical surfaces created by the helix on the general surface of revolution Φ. The axis of the cyclical surface Φ 1 is the helix s created by screwing the point located on the surface Φ about the axis of this surface. The circle moves together with Frenet-Serret moving trihedron along the helix s and creates the cyclical surface Φ 1 . The paper describes also the modelling of a rope of n cyclical surfaces created by moving circles about tangent, principal normal or binormal of the helix s.
Introduction
Let the three-dimensional Euclidean space E 3 be determined by the Cartesian coordinate system ( )
. The sine curve k determined by parametric equations
where parameters 3 , 3 , 7
, rotates about the coordinate axis z and creates the surface of revolution Φ ( Let ( )
be the Frenet-Serret moving trihedron of the helix s represented by the regular square matrix
where the matrix elements are the coordinates of the unit vectors of the principle normal n, binormal b and tangent t of the helix s at the point s 0 ∈ ′ for the coordinate system ( )
Let the moving circle
( 0′ is the center, r is the radius of the circle) along the helix s lie in the normal plane determined by the principal normal n and binormal b of the helix at the point 0′ and let it create the cyclical surface Φ′ . Then the vector function of this cyclical surface Φ′ is 
be the Frenet-Serret moving trihedrons of the helix i s′ represented by regular square matrices
where the matrix elements are the coordinates of the unit vectors of the principle normals i n′ , binormals i b′ and tangents i t′ of the helix i s′ at the points 
where ( ) 
(moving trihedrons of the helix i s′ ) into the coordinate system
In Fig.7 are displayed left-handed cyclical surfaces, the surface Φ′ for 
Conclusion
At the conclusion, it can be summarised that presented family of cyclical surfaces serves as an endlessly rich source of inspiration for artistic and design purposes. Their unusually complex forms obtained in a relatively simple way of composite spatial transformation.
